
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 Things that I’ve learned About Air Travel over the Last 20 Years 

There are countless horror stories of travel. Having spent the last 20 years in the 
military I’ve done my fair share of sitting in airports stressing about missing a flight, 
running to connections, and staring at the ceiling as I wait for the customer in front of 
me in the car rental line to find his driver’s license.  The whole process is flawed and 
wastes time, which could have been spent with family and friends. Furthermore, it is 
constantly changing for the worst. 

1- Don’t Stress Out if You’re Running Late for a Layover and Your Aircraft has 
a Mechanical Issue.  

You’d be surprised how many people get stressed over the possibility of missing their 
connection. While not ideal and we all have somewhere better to be, going ballistic or 
creating a scene doesn’t help. A delay due to weather doesn’t count, but if your aircraft 
needed repairs you’d probably get some nice compensation for the delay. I was on such 
a flight. We were notified that the aircraft had maintenance issues, it was delayed, and 
by the time we landed I had 5 minutes to get to my connecting flight. I did the best I 
could to “Home Alone” sprint to the gate.  Upon arrival, the gate was empty and the 
ground crew driving the tug was pushing the airplane away from the gate.  I was the first 
one there and walked over to the desk to await a staff member. Shortly after, a lady 
came running toward the glass screaming at the plane to stop. She started banging on 



the glass then ran over to the desk, picked up a stapler and hurled it at the glass.  
Needless to say she was steaming. Mind you, it was around 9pm local time when all 
this occurred, and only after a few minutes did a staff member arrived. After the agent 
prepared himself I calmly stated “I missed my connection due to my aircraft having a 
mechanical issue, could you set me up for the night?” The lady behind me still irate 
screamed, ”They won’t do that!” the staff member then looked at me and replied, “We 
have you booked at the Radisson tonight, and I’m working on a flight for tomorrow 
morning to your destination.” I held it in, but boy did I want to “HA!” to the disgruntled 
passenger.  Fact is, the plane was gone and there was nothing I could do, so why 
stress about it? 

 

2- Be Polite and Help Out the Airport Staff, Such as Flight Attendants and 
Customer Service Agents, When You Can. 

I had just boarded a flight to the West Coast from Denver. The aircraft was small and I 
was positioned in one of the front seats. I watched as the copilot ran out of the aircraft, 
back to the cockpit, and then back out again. He stopped to tell the flight attendant that 
they were “out of balance” and was working with the ground crew to shift the weight 
(passengers and bags) in the aircraft. Through my military career I had calculated my 
own aircraft weight plenty of times, and understood the dilemma they were facing.  An 
aircraft out of balance may not be able to take off; in addition it is possible to have 
trouble with the landing. Finally, the flight attendant announced they needed to move a 
few adults from the front to the back, as well as, move a few kids to the front. I was by 
myself on this trip so I volunteered to relocate and forfeit my convenient position in the 
aircraft. The individual next to me also volunteered and we moved to the back. After 
moving seats we were offered free snacks, and a $50 credit for future purchases. So 
just remember, be selfless. I didn’t know I would receive any benefits, and you may be 
surprised what happens for you in return.  

3- New Zealand Does it Better.  

My wife and I recently took a trip to New Zealand. We explored both islands, visiting all 
the tourist sites we could cram into two weeks. Note: it was not enough time for NZ. 
Navigating our way from place to place we took many modes of transportation including 
buses, boats, rental cars, and yes, airplanes. The fasted way to get from Auckland to 
Blenheim on the south island was, you guessed it…to fly. On the way into New Zealand 
we flew commercial out of L.A. on the classic ”red eye”. Arriving in New Zealand after 
15 hours of being boxed up in a metal cylinder. Having flown in Europe, the US, and 
Canada, I’ve seen different ways of ticketing, boarding, and security.  After a few days 
exploring Auckland it was time to head back to the airport for our flight to Blenheim.  



The airport was laid out similar to what you would see in the United States with security, 
ticketing, and baggage claim. After receiving our tickets in the normal fashion we were 
then directed to go outside and wait for the aircraft across the street in a smaller 
building. We gathered our belongings and headed over. Upon entering the building we 
found ourselves in a small, maybe 30 by 60 foot room with one podium, multiple airport 
chairs, a few windows, and a door to the flight line. We checked our baggage and took a 
seat. As we waited for our aircraft to arrive I entertained myself with some games on my 
phone, then I realized there wasn’t a security checkpoint, or a line. As we sat there, and 
the time to board grew near, the ticket-taking agent announced the aircraft was arriving, 
and they directed us to gather our things in preparation for boarding. I looked around 
and there were around 30 people in the room with us, there were no lines anxiously 
awaiting board, it was not crammed. The staff member, who had taken our bags then 
opened the door to the flight line, and announced that they were boarding. We grabbed 
our items, including the bottle of water I was drinking, and headed outside where we 
were met by a bus. All 30 of us boarded the bus. I was still wondering when we were 
going to get into a line for security, when would I have to remove my shoes, and when 
would I have to throw my water away? Shortly after embarking, the bus driver began our 
journey and promptly arrived at our aircraft. We all stepped out of the bus and boarded 
the aircraft.  All the passengers quickly found their seats, the flight attendant gave the 
safety briefing, and we were off.  I was smiling the whole flight, how great was this?! No 
security, friendly staff, no lines, no shoe removal, and no confiscation of my water!? 
What a great experience!  After a short flight we landed in Blenheim on the south island.  
After taxiing, the aircraft pulled up to a very small building where people were waiting 
outside to greet their family members.  We quickly deplaned and awaited our luggage, 
which arrived very quickly.  After the journey was complete it dawned on me, this must 
be how flying used to be!  How flying was meant to be!  How it can be! 

I hope you enjoyed my article, and stay tuned for others shortly! 

 


